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Key points.3

• Arctic leads can be simulated by increasing resolution (4.5 km) and ensuring numerical4

convergence5

• The model represents the observed spatial and temporal variability of ice leads well6

• There is no significant recent trend in lead area fraction during wintertime7
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Sea ice leads in the Arctic are important features that give rise to strong8

localized atmospheric heating; they provide the opportunity for vigorous bi-9

ological primary production; and predicting leads may be of relevance for Arc-10

tic shipping. It is commonly believed that traditional sea ice models that em-11

ploy elastic-viscous-plastic (EVP) rheologies are not capable of properly sim-12

ulating sea ice deformation, including lead formation, and thus new formu-13

lations for sea ice rheologies have been suggested. Here we show that clas-14

sical sea ice models have skill in simulating the spatial and temporal vari-15

ation of lead area fraction in the Arctic when horizontal resolution is increased16

(here 4.5 km in the Arctic) and when numerical convergence in sea ice solvers17

is considered, which is frequently neglected. The model results are consis-18

tent with satellite remote sensing data and discussed in terms of variabil-19

ity and trends of Arctic sea ice leads. It is found, for example, that winter-20

time lead area fraction during the last three decades has not undergone sig-21

nificant trends.22
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1. Introduction

Sea ice is an important component of the Earth System, which is often being discussed23

in terms of integrated quantities such as Arctic sea ice extent and volume. Sea ice de-24

formation characteristics such as leads, on the other hand, have attracted relatively little25

attention thus far. Leads may play an important role, despite of the fact that they cover26

only a relatively small fraction of the total Arctic sea ice area. Air-sea interaction is sig-27

nificantly reduced by sea ice, leaving the fluxes mainly in the area of leads, where there is28

open water or thin ice [Maykut , 1978]. In fact, turbulent heat transfer between the ocean29

and atmosphere is known to depend on the details of leads [Marcq and Weiss , 2012],30

with small changes in the lead fraction having the potential to induce sizable temperature31

changes in the atmospheric boundary layer [Lüpkes et al., 2008]. Furthermore, increas-32

ing sea ice deformation and lead opening can accelerate sea ice thinning through the sea33

ice-albedo feedback [Rampal et al., 2009]. Leads have also been associated with enhanced34

methane emission in the Arctic Ocean [Kort et al., 2012] and changed mercury as well35

as ozone concentrations in the atmospheric boundary layer [Moore et al., 2014]. Finally,36

information on sea ice deformation, including leads, is important for Arctic shipping [Jung37

et al., 2016].38

Despite of the importance of sea ice leads, relatively little is known on how well they39

can be represented by commonly used sea ice models. A number of studies concluded that40

leads and sea ice linear kinematic features cannot be well simulated by traditional sea ice41

models [Lindsay et al., 2003; Kwok et al., 2008; Girard et al., 2009]. This may partly42

explain why there has been a quest for new sea ice model rheologies in recent years [see,43
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e.g., Girard et al., 2011; Tsamados et al., 2013; Bouillon and Rampal , 2015]. The lack of44

existing modelling capacity has meant that our understanding of linear kinematics of sea45

ice is mainly based on buoys and satellite observations of ice drift [e.g., Kwok et al., 1998;46

Lindsay , 2002; Weiss and Marsan, 2004; Marsan et al., 2004; Rampal et al., 2009; Stern47

and Lindsay , 2009; Hutchings et al., 2011; Herman and Glowacki , 2012] and satellite as48

well as airborne measurements for sea ice leads [Fily and Rothrock , 1990; Stone and Key ,49

1993; Lindsay and Rothrock , 1995; Miles and Roger , 1998; Tschudi et al., 2002; Onana50

et al., 2013; Broehan and Kaleschke, 2014;Willmes and Heinemann, 2015, 2016]. Here, we51

exploit the fact that lead area fraction datasets for the last decade have become available52

[Roehrs and Kaleschke, 2012; Wernecke and Kaleschke, 2015; Willmes and Heinemann,53

2015, 2016; Ivanov et at., 2016], which can be used to evaluate sea ice models.54

The goal of this work is to show that sea ice linear kinematic features can be simulated55

by the traditional sea ice models with a certain skill. The prerequisite is a sufficiently56

high horizontal resolution along with numerical convergence of sea ice solvers which is57

frequently neglected. We simulate Arctic sea ice using the elastic-visco-plastic (EVP)58

approach [Hunke and Dukowicz , 1997] in a global sea ice ocean model at a local resolution59

of 4.5 km and show that many characteristics of the simulated leads agree with the60

available observations already at this resolution. This allows us to discuss the variability61

and trend of the lead features from long model-generated time series.62

2. Method

All simulations described in this study were performed with the Finite Element Sea-ice63

Ocean Model [FESOM, see Wang et al., 2014], which is the first mature global sea ice-64
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ocean model that is formulated on unstructured meshes, including its sea ice component65

[Finite Element Sea Ice Model, FESIM, see Danilov et al., 2015]. The model is discretized66

on triangles and characterized by the collocated placement of ocean and sea ice variables.67

It is used in the coupled Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI) climate model [Sidorenko et al.,68

2015].69

We used a global configuration with nominal horizontal resolution of about 1 degree for70

most of the global ocean; north of 45oN the horizontal resolution was increased to 24 km;71

and starting from the Arctic gateways (Fram Strait, Barents Sea Opening, Bering Strait,72

and the Canadian Arctic Archipelago) the resolution was further refined to 4.5 km. An73

updated version of the Hunke and Dukowicz [1997] EVP method was used in this study74

in which all the components of the stress tensor are relaxed to their viscous-plastic state75

at the same rate [see Danilov et al., 2015]. This approach dramatically improves stability76

and leads to results that are very similar to those obtained with the modified EVP method77

proposed by Bouillon et al. [2013]. Importantly, we used 800 subcycling time steps in the78

EVP solver to warrant noise-free ice velocity divergence and shear.79

The model was forced using atmospheric state variables from the NCEP/NCAR Reanal-80

ysis [Kalnay et al., 1996]. The spinup was done for the period 1948 to 1977 on another,81

coarser mesh without refinement to 4.5 km in the Arctic Ocean. At the end of the spin-up82

the data were interpolated to the fine mesh and the model was further run until 2014.83

The results of this study are based on the last 30 years (1985–2014) of the high-resolution84

simulation with Arctic refinement.85
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In this work satellite data are used to assess the realism of the model in simulating86

leads in the Arctic. The winter sea ice deformation fields based on the well established87

RADARSAT Geophysical Processor System (RGPS) [Kwok et al., 1998] are employed.88

RGPS resolves sea ice fractures at about 10 km resolution and provides deformation89

data for the period of 1997–2008. Furthermore, the following three datasets of lead area90

fraction are used in our work. Passive microwave images from the Advanced Microwave91

Scanning Radiometer-Earth Observation System (AMSR-E) allow daily observations of92

sea ice leads at about 6 km resolution. A dataset of daily Arctic lead area fraction93

for wintertime based on AMSR-E is available for the period 2002 to 2011 [Roehrs and94

Kaleschke, 2012]. Lead detection based on CryoSat-2 measurements (with resolutions of95

a few hundred meters to about one kilometer) shows in some regions more reasonable96

results than AMSR-E [Wernecke and Kaleschke, 2015] and extends the lead fraction97

dataset (winter monthly means) to recent years. Willmes and Heinemann [2015, 2016]98

provide a nearly 1 km resolution lead detection product from the Moderate Resolution99

Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) measurements. The MODIS daily data of lead area100

fraction (defined here as the fraction of ensured lead detections from all data points not101

identified as cloud) are available for wintertime starting from 2003.102

3. Results

A snapshot of the simulated sea ice concentration and thickness on 1 January 2004 is103

shown in Fig. 1a. Evidently, the model captures many long and narrow cracks, which104

are typical features observed in sea ice [e.g., Wernecke and Kaleschke, 2015; Willmes and105

Heinemann, 2016]. For this particular case, cracks are mainly located in Beaufort Sea106
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and near Fram Strait. Very long cracks are also visible in the region of thick sea ice107

north of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (CAA). The high resolution (4.5 km) used in108

the simulation is crucial for the model’s capability to generate these small scale features.109

To substantiate this point, the sea ice thickness on the same day, simulated on a coarser110

(24 km) grid, is shown in Fig. 1b. The coarse model simulates a much smoother ice111

thickness field without the narrow crack structures obtained on the high resolution mesh.112

There is some indication of ice breakup on the coarse grid; for example, there is evidence113

for cracks north of the CAA, which are approximately at the same location as those114

obtained on the high resolution mesh. However, these features are much wider and less115

pronounced than those obtained at high resolution. Our results are in general agreement116

with previous modelling studies, which have also indicated that narrow cracks start to117

emerge when model resolution is increased [e.g., Maslowski and Lipscomb, 2003].118

Importantly, to exploit the full potential of classical sea ice models in representing119

leads, only increasing resolution is not sufficient. It is necessary to ensure EVP solver120

convergence, which can be achieved through modifications to the EVP solver along with121

an increased number of subcycling steps (Fig. 1c and Fig. S1 in the supplementary122

material).123

We identify leads from the simulated ice thickness field to quantify lead area fraction.124

The model resolution of 4.5 km is not fine enough to resolve narrow leads well, so many125

of the leads in the model appear as linear features of reduced thickness rather than fully126

open water. We define leads as locations where sea ice is at least 20% thinner than127

at its surroundings (within a radius of 25 km, so very wide leads are excluded). The128
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threshold value of 20% allows to capture most of the visually apparent linear features in129

sea ice thickness (see Fig. S2 in the supplement), and it also makes the magnitude of the130

simulated lead area fraction close to the observations. Although the good match of the131

magnitude of lead area fraction between the model and observations shown below partly132

comes from tuning the threshold, the derived variability and trend of lead area fraction is133

not sensitive to reasonable changes in the threshold used (see Fig. S3). In this study the134

focus is on the spatial and temporal variation of lead area fraction.135

The observed mean wintertime lead area fraction, obtained from CryoSat-2 and MODIS136

for the period 2011–14 [Wernecke and Kaleschke, 2015; Willmes and Heinemann, 2015],137

is shown in Fig. 2a. The largest lead area fraction is observed in the coastal regions,138

including Fram Strait, Barents Sea, Kara Sea, Laptev Sea, and Beaufort Sea; smaller139

values are found in the interior of the Arctic. Overall, the model reproduces the observed140

spatial pattern reasonably well. The observations show that Baffin Bay also has high141

lead area fraction. The model does not capture leads in this area, however, due to the142

coarse resolution used. Note that the difference in the magnitude of different lead fraction143

observations is quite significant. This can be due to several reasons, including the different144

measurement techniques (active/passive, used frequencies and/or observational angles)145

and the different lead characteristics used for identification (thermal insulation/surface146

properties). Verifying these observations together in a systematic way needs a dedicated147

effort, which goes beyond the scope of this study.148

Wintertime sea ice divergence obtained from RGPS is mainly available in the Canadian149

Basin (Fig. 2b). Within this area, Beaufort Sea stands out as a region of particularly150
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strong sea ice divergence. While the model is able to consistently represent the observed151

spatial pattern of ice divergence, the magnitude is lower than the observed in the Beaufort152

Sea. Fig. 2 indicates that places with high simulated sea ice divergence are also regions153

with large simulated lead area fraction. This finding is consistent with the dynamical154

relationship between ice divergence and lead formation known from previous observations155

[Miles and Roger , 1998].156

Time series of monthly mean sea ice divergence and lead area fraction averaged over157

Beaufort Sea are shown in Fig. 3a for the months when observations are available. Sea ice158

divergence shows pronounced variability, both on monthly and interannual time scales,159

which is very well reproduced by the model. The three observed lead fraction time series160

are largely consistent in terms of their variability, although there is difference in details for161

some of the years. The simulated lead fraction variability shows a relatively good agree-162

ment with the observed time series. Neither the observations nor the model simulation163

shows any evidence for significant trends in lead area fraction during the winter season.164

Further analysis indicates that this is true also for other Arctic regions (see Fig. S4 in165

the supplement).166

In February 2013, a pronounced fracturing event occurred in the Beaufort Sea. This167

event, which has attracted considerable attention [Beitsch et al., 2014; Wernecke and168

Kaleschke, 2015], was a result of strong storms leaving vast parts of the Beaufort Sea169

covered by leads. Hence, this event provides a good test case for assessing the fidelity of170

the high-resolution model. Fig. 3a shows that the model is capable of reproducing the171
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anomalous sea ice conditions, given that the highest lead area fraction is simulated in172

March 2013 relative to the same months of the other years.173

The fact that the model successfully simulates many of the observed features allows174

us to use the model results for an analysis of the sea ice lead variability. It turns out175

that on interannual time scales the simulated wintertime lead area fraction in Beaufort176

Sea is significantly correlated with the ice divergence (Fig. 3b). Furthermore, the cor-177

relation between ice divergence and wind velocity components at different direction has178

been calculated and the largest correlation coefficient is found for wind component in the179

direction about 74 degree to the northwest. At this direction the correlation coefficient180

amounts to 0.74. Finally, it is found that the correlation between ice divergence and sea181

level pressure (slp) is highest at the location of Beaufort High (see Fig. S5 in the sup-182

plement). Therefore, it can be concluded that a stronger (weaker) Beaufort High results183

in stronger (weaker) southeasterly offshore winds in Beaufort Sea and thus higher (lower)184

ice divergence and lead area fraction.185

In contrast to the winter season, the model simulates significant trends in summer (Fig.186

4): The sea ice shear and the lead area fraction show significant positive trends, whereas187

sea ice concentration shows the well-known decline. To better understand the relationship188

between summer lead area fraction and sea ice shear, their time series averaged in three189

regions are analyzed (Fig. 5a). The summer lead area fraction has increased by about190

60–80% during the past three decades in these regions. Both its upward trends and191

interannual variability are closely linked to sea ice shear. In all these regions the trend and192

variability of ice shear is well anti-correlated with that of sea ice concentration (Fig. 5b).193
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Note that there are no summer lead fraction observation products for directly validating194

the model results.195

Our analysis indicates that ice divergence does not significantly correlate with lead area196

fraction in summer (not shown). Although both ice divergence and shear contribute to197

ice deformation and can cause lead formation, the current model results indicate that ice198

divergence is the major cause of lead formation when ice concentration is close to 100%199

(in winter), while ice shear plays the major role in breaking sea ice when ice concentration200

and internal stress is low (in summer).201

4. Discussion and conclusion

In this study, it is shown that sea ice models with traditional rheologies can reproduce202

certain characteristics of observed sea ice deformation and lead area fraction, including203

their spatial distribution and temporal variability, provided that horizontal resolution is204

sufficiently high (here 4.5 km) and numerical convergence is ensured. However, even a205

resolution of 4.5 km used here is not sufficient to model all aspects of real leads, many206

of which are typically much narrower [Tschudi et al., 2002]. It is rather the resolution207

starting from which the models begin to demonstrate certain skill in representing the208

phenomenon.209

The total sea ice deformation rate shows a power-law spatial scaling property in both210

our 4.5 km and 24 km resolution simulations (see Fig. S7 in the supplement), which is211

consistent with observations. In this regard our results are different from those by Girard212

et al. [2009]. The model results presented in our work are an important indication that213

there is hidden potential in traditional sea ice models with respect to modeling the small214
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scale sea ice dynamics. The fact that our model is able to simulate Arctic leads with215

some skill opens new directions of scientific research. Examples include exploration of216

the climate relevance of leads; predictability of leads on daily to subseasonal time scales;217

and the impact of leads on the biogeochemistry of the Arctic ocean. At the same time,218

we acknowledge that there may be limitations to the assumptions underlying EVP/VP219

formulations and that new sea ice rheologies need to be explored [Girard et al., 2011;220

Tsamados et al., 2013; Bouillon and Rampal , 2015]. In fact, improving the fidelity of sea221

ice model dynamics is a timely and important topic.222

Our simulation confirms that winter ice leads are mainly formed in marginal seas (Bar-223

ents, Kara, Laptev and Beaufort Seas) and near Fram Strait. Confidence in the model224

results are enhanced by the fact that the model simulates the observed strong fracture225

event in Beaufort Sea in March 2013. The interannual variability of winter lead area frac-226

tion in Beaufort Sea can be largely explained by sea ice divergence variations, which are227

driven by southeasterly winds associated with variations in the strength of Beaufort High.228

The close relationship between wind speed, ice divergence and winter lead area fraction229

is also found in other Arctic regions (see Fig. S4 in the supplement), indicating that the230

wintertime lead area fraction variability can generally be explained by the variation of231

winds.232

Summer ice velocity shear varies with the sea ice concentration and determines the in-233

terannual variability of lead area fraction. Decrease of sea ice concentration and internal234

stress facilitates stronger ice shear to break up sea ice, and this mechanism appears to235

be particularly important in summer. By exploring which component of the sea ice de-236
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formation rate can better explain the variability of lead area fraction over three decades237

of model results, ice divergence is found to be the main cause of lead formation when ice238

concentration is very high, while ice shear plays the major role in breaking sea ice when ice239

concentration is low. However, for an individual event or season, the relative contribution240

of ice divergence and shear to lead formation may departure from the above-mentioned241

relationship. More comprehensive studies on the linkage between lead formation and242

different sea ice deformation processes are still needed.243

Our work shows that there is little evidence for the presence of significant trends in lead244

area fraction during wintertime. This is linked to the fact that Arctic wind stress has no245

significant trend so far. In summer, on the other hand, substantial positive trend in lead246

area fraction are found in the simulation. The trend is located where sea ice concentration247

is already low, so potential climate impacts of the trend are presumably less significant248

than winter trends would have been. It remains to be seen whether lead area fraction in249

winter will change in projected climate simulations.250

In this paper we explored the importance of model resolution and EVP solver conver-251

gence. Many other aspects of the model, for example, advection schemes and parameter-252

izations of sea ice thermodynamic processes, can also influence the model representation253

of sea ice leads. Furthermore, the resolution of the atmospheric forcing used in our work254

is coarse. Other atmospheric reanalysis data, especially those with higher resolution, need255

to be investigated in future work to understand the impact of different forcing on sea ice256

lead formation.257
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Figure 1. Simulated sea ice thickness on 1 January 2004 at model resolutions of

(a) 4.5 km and (b) 24 km. The coarse model simulates a much smoother ice thickness

field without the narrow lead-type structures obtained on the high resolution mesh. An

animation of sea ice concentration and thickness on the 4.5 km mesh is available at https:

//doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.860354. (c) Time series of lead area fraction in

Beaufort Sea (the region indicated in the upper panels of Fig. 2) in four sensitivity runs

on the 4.5 km resolution mesh, showing the importance of EVP solver convergence. In

the figure legend, ‘EVP’ means the original Hunke and Dukowicz [1997] EVP method,

and ‘m-EVP’ means the modified EVP version in which all the components of the stress

tensor are relaxed to their viscous-plastic state at the same rate [Danilov et al., 2015]. The

values in the legend indicate the number of subcycling time steps used in the (m-)EVP

solver. ‘m-EVP 800’ is the setting used in the analyzed simulation in our paper. The four

experiments were started from the same initial condition obtained from ‘m-EVP 800’.
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Figure 2. (a) Mean sea ice lead area fraction [%] for the model (left), CryoSat-2

(middle) and MODIS (right) averaged from January to March of the period 2011–2014.

(b) Mean sea ice divergence [0.001/day] for the model (left) and RGPS (right) averaged

from January to April of the period 1997–2008. For the RGPS sea ice divergence, only

those grid cells are shown that have data available for at least 2/3 of the record. The red

boxes in (a) indicate the Beaufort Sea region used for the analysis shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. (a) Monthly-mean time series of sea ice divergence and lead area fraction

in Beaufort Sea for the model (blue) and different observations (see legend). Only those

months are shown for which observations are available. Simulated lead area fraction

in March is highlighted by blue squares in the middel panel, and shown together with

observations in the bottom panel, where each time series is normalized by subtracting its

mean and devided by its standard deviation. (b) Simulated lead area fraction and sea

ice divergence (upper panel) and sea ice divergence and the wind velocity component in

the ‘favourable’ direction (i.e. −74o relative to the meridional direction) (lower panel) in

Beaufort Sea. The time series in (b) are based on wintertime (January through March)

means and normalized by their respective standard deviations. The averaging area used

for Beaufort Sea is indicated in the upper panels of Fig. 2.
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Figure 4. (a) Mean lead area fraction [%], ice shear [0.01/day] and sea ice concentration

[%] for the summer months (July through September) of the period 1985 to 2014. (b)

The linear trend of summer lead fraction [%/decade], ice shear [0.01/day/decade] and

concentration [%/decade] for the period 1985–2014. For comparison the observed mean

and trend of sea ice concentration is shown in Fig. S6 in the supplement.

Figure 5. (a) Normalized time series of lead area fraction and sea ice shear as well as (b)

normalized time series of sea ice shear and concentration for summertime (July through

September). The three average regions from left to right are indicated in Fig. 4b with

indices 1 to 3, respectively. The calculation is done for those grid cells which have a sea

ice concentration of at least 50%. The mean absolute values and the linear trends for each

time series and their (detrended) correlation coefficients are shown in the corresponding

panels. Values for lead fraction, ice shear and concentration have units [%], [0.01/day]

and [%], respectively. The values of linear trends are shown for changes per decade. All

the linear trends and correlations are significant at the 95% confidence level.
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(a) Sea ice thickness, 4.5 km resolution

(b) Sea ice thickness, 24 km resolution

(c) Lead fraction, impact of rheology and convergence
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